






 
Small groups returned to the large group and shared their progress. 
What feeder patterns and scenarios would you recommend for further consideration? 

○ Duke-Feeder Patterns- #9/5 Scenarios: did not get to it 
 

○ Flavel Feeder Patterns -#5 Scenarios: a modified version of scenario 1a  
○ Foster Feeder Patterns- #5 Scenarios: 1, 1a and would like to look at 4 
○ Hawthorne Feeder Patterns - 5,8 Scenarios:  D, built on feeder pattern 5 and a 

new built on feeder pattern 8 
○ Holgate Feeder Patterns -3, 9 Scenarios: a modified 3ish 
○ Powell Feeder Patterns- 20a Scenarios- looking at 20a model, but we would like 

more time to continue to develop ideas 
 

❖ Team Powell: was able to talk with the Principal from Creative Science and that 
was very helpful. Focused on looking at Kellogg and Harrison Park and pulling 
together all strands. Harrison Park offers the Mandarin program and Bridger and 
Atkinson sharing a boundary. 

❖ Team Holgate: showed a map of Mt. Tabor feeding into Madison including 
Kellogg (Spanish DLI), Lane (Russian DLI), and Harrison Park (Mandarin DLI) 
feeding into Franklin. Sellwood and Hosford feeding to Cleveland. 

❖ Team Hawthorne: Shared a scenario with one DLI in each HS, moving Woodstock 
to Kellogg, and Clark feeding to Harrison Park where there’s a  large demand for 
the Chinese DLI program based on feeder pattern eight. Vestal, Glencoe feed 
into Madison.  

❖ Team Hawthorne: Reviewed Scenario D. 
❖ Team Flavel: Shared a modified 1a with Creston shifting to the Cleveland cluster 

turning Lent into a  K-5.  
 

Wrap up: Omogbehin reminded the Coalition Members to fill out the evaluation form.   She 
reviewed the next meeting will be on November 12,  and at that time the SEGC Members will 
hopefully narrow the scenarios down to one to two scenarios to take to the Open House on 
November 19. She closed out by thanking everyone for their time and dedication. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 9:03 p.m. 
 
 


